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We describe magnetic reconnection experiments using a new, pulsed-power driven experimental platform in
which the inflows are super-sonic but sub-Alfve´nic. The intrinsically magnetised plasma flows are long lasting,
producing a well-defined reconnection layer that persists over many hydrodynamic time scales. The layer is
diagnosed using a suite of high resolution laser based diagnostics which provide measurements of the electron
density, reconnecting magnetic field, inflow and outflow velocities and the electron and ion temperatures.
Using these measurements we observe a balance between the power flow into and out of the layer, and we
find that the heating rates for the electrons and ions are significantly in excess of the classical predictions.
The formation of plasmoids is observed in laser interferometry and optical self-emission, and the magnetic
O-point structure of these plasmoids is confirmed using magnetic probes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection plays a fundamental role in
plasma physics, as it provides a mechanism to break the
frozen-in condition which constrains the magnetic field
and the plasma to move together1,2. As such, reconnec-
tion is a powerful influence on the dynamics and structure
of the plasma which makes up the majority of the visible
matter in the universe.
Active areas for investigation include the rate of recon-
nection, the partitioning of the magnetic energy between
the electrons and ions, and the formation of instabili-
ties during the reconnection process. Reconnection has
been studied in a range of physical systems, including
observations of solar flares, in-situ measurements of the
magnetosphere by satellites, in fusion-capable laboratory
devices and in dedicated laboratory reconnection exper-
iments (see Refs. 1 and 2 and references therein).
Dedicated laboratory studies include the use of mag-
netically confined plasmas and colliding, laser produced
plasmas. In magnetically driven experiments, such as
MRX,3–5 TS-3,6 and TREX,7, a long lasting reconnec-
tion layer forms from inflows in which the magnetic en-
ergy is much larger than the thermal or kinetic energies,
resulting in inflows which are sub-sonic and sub-Alfve´nic.
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These experiments are usually diagnosed with in-situ
probes which measure the magnetic field and the elec-
tron density and temperature, and spectroscopic mea-
surements are used to measure the ion temperature.
In laser-driven experiments, the plasma is produced by
laser-solid interactions8,9, and thin ribbons of magnetic
flux are transiently annihilated between two expanding
bubbles. In these experiments, the inflows are signifi-
cantly super-sonic and super-Alfve´nic, with the thermal
and kinetic energies typically far larger than the magnetic
energy — as such, heating due to magnetic reconnection
is often much smaller than the thermalisation of the flow
kinetic energy.10,11 Laser driven experiments have been
diagnosed using Thomson scattering and proton radiog-
raphy.
In this paper we present a recently developed pulsed-
power driven experimental platform,12,13 which allows re-
connection to be observed in a regime in which the mag-
netic, thermal and kinetic energies are in rough equipar-
tition in the inflowing plasma. This platform converts
initially solid wires into plasma using an intense pulse
of electrical current, and then accelerates this plasma to
high velocity.
The regime of reconnection depends on the choice of
wire material. In previous work, we have described super-
sonic, super-Alfve´nic inflows formed from aluminium
wires12, in which we saw the formation of standing shocks
and the pile up of magnetic flux outside the flux annihi-
lation region. In the aluminium experiments, the mag-
netic energy was a significant (but not the dominant)
source of energy in the inflows, radiative cooling was an
important loss mechanism, and plasmoids were not ob-
served inside the smooth interaction layer, despite the
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2presence of the same density perturbations as in the car-
bon experiments. In this paper we describe experiments
with carbon wires, which produce super-sonic but sub-
Alfve´nic inflows, which did not produce shocks or lead
to the pile up of magnetic flux. The magnetic energy
formed the dominant contribution to the overall power
balance, with negligible radiative cooling, and the layer
was highly unstable to the formation of plasmoids.13,14
These experiments focus on symmetric reconnection,
with no guide field and open boundaries for the out-
flows. We describe the formation of a quasi-2D, elon-
gated (L/δ ∼ 10, where L and δ are the half-length
and half-width of the layer, respectively) and long last-
ing reconnection layer in approximate pressure balance.
We observe high electron and ion temperatures, a Har-
ris sheet-type magnetic field profile and the formation
of plasmoids within the reconnection layer. Using these
results, we show the heating rates within the reconnec-
tion layer are significantly faster than predicted for classi-
cal mechanisms, and we discuss the electric field balance
across the reconnection layer, which cannot be explained
by steady-state resistive MHD
This paper is organised as follows: In §II we discuss the
driver and plasma source for these experiments, as well
as the reconnection geometry used in this paper. The di-
agnostic suite for these experiments is discussed in §III,
which includes laser interferometry, Thomson scattering,
Faraday rotation imaging and magnetic probes. The re-
sults from these diagnostics are presented in §IV, and
the results are discussed in detail in §V. We conclude
and present the outlook for future work in §VI.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Experiments were carried out on the MAGPIE gen-
erator at Imperial College London.15 The current pulse
is well approximated by I = I0 sin
2 (pit/2τ), where the
peak current I0 = 1.4 MA and the rise time τ = 240 ns.
This current pulse delivers a peak power of 1 TW into a
volume of a few cubic centimetres.
The experiments described in this paper use exploding
(or ‘inverse’) wire arrays16 as plasma sources. An explod-
ing wire array consists of a cylindrical cage of thin wires
which surround a thick central conductor (Fig. 1a). The
base of the cage is attached to the anode of the MAG-
PIE generator, and the central conductor is attached to
the cathode. The generator drives an electrical current
pulse up through the wires, along the current path shown
in Fig. 1b, which is a cut-away view from the side. The
current heats and ionises the wire material, producing a
coronal plasma which surrounds a cold, dense wire core.17
A fraction of the drive current flows through this coronal
plasma, and this interacts with the large azimuthal mag-
netic field surrounding the central conductor, producing
a J × B force radially outwards. Initially the individ-
ual wires are surrounded by closed magnetic field lines,
but as the plasma accelerates outwards it carries with it
some fraction of the drive current. This current causes
a reconfiguration of the overall magnetic topology18,19
that results in a global azimuthal magnetic structure.
The coronal plasma is continuously replenished by abla-
tion from the surface of cold wire cores and this plasma
is continuously accelerated outwards for the duration of
the current pulse, resulting in long lasting, magnetised
plasma flows.20,21
The pulsed-power-driven reconnection platform12,13
uses two exploding wire arrays (Fig. 2a), In the exper-
iments described in this paper, each array consisted of
16 carbon wires (Staedler Mars Micro Carbon B) with a
diameter of 400 µm, evenly spaced around a circle with a
16 mm diameter. The wire arrays were 16 mm tall, and
were placed 27 mm apart (centre to centre). This separa-
tion meant that the radius of curvature of the magnetic
field lines at the mid-plane where the reconnection layer
formed was Rc = 13.5 mm, and we use half this value as
the length scale of the reconnection layer, L = 7 mm.
The current pulse is split evenly between the two ar-
rays, which generate two diverging outflows, which collide
at the mid-plane (x = 0 mm). When the flows collide, the
advected magnetic fields in the two oppositely directed
flows are anti-parallel, and magnetic reconnection occurs.
This set-up is inherently symmetric, with no guide field
(Bz = 0), and open boundary conditions as the outflows
expand into a large vacuum chamber. Plasma and mag-
netic field are continuously injected into the reconnection
layer for the duration of the current pulse, around 500 ns.
III. DIAGNOSTICS
The relevant plasma parameters in these reconnec-
tion experiments were measured using a suite of high-
resolution, non-perturbative, temporally and spatially re-
solved diagnostics. These diagnostics include laser in-
terferometry, Thomson scattering16,22, Faraday rotation
imaging and an optical fast frame camera, which enabled
measurements of the electron density, flow velocity, elec-
tron and ion temperatures and the reconnecting magnetic
field. In-situ measurements of the reconnected magnetic
field and plasmoid field structure were carried out using
magnetic probes in some experiments.
Two-colour, two-time laser interferometry was per-
formed using the 2nd and 3rd harmonics of a Nd-YAG
laser (EKSPLA SL321P, 500 ps, 500 mJ) at 532 nm
and 355 nm.22 The 355 nm pulse propagates along the
same optical path as the 532 nm pulse, delayed by 20
ns to provide two frames of interferometry. The beams
were imaged onto Canon 350D and 500D DSLRs, with
the time resolution set by the length of the laser pulse.
The interferometry used a Mach-Zehnder set-up to pro-
vide measurements of the line-integrated electron density
(
∫
nedz), and in these experiments the probing was per-
formed from the top, looking down onto the reconnection
plane (Fig. 2b). The interferograms were processed us-
ing a custom software suite23 which removes the flat fea-
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FIG. 1. Schematic for an exploding (‘inverse’) wire array. a) 3D diagram, showing the cylindrical arrangement of thin wires
surrounding a central cathode. b) Cut-away view from the side, showing the current path at the beginning of the current pulse
(in red), the azimuthal magnetic field (blue), the acceleration of the outflows to the flow velocity Vfl and the advection of the
magnetic field, with the new current path shown (dashed red line). c) Cut-away view from the top, showing the large azimuthal
magnetic field around the central conductor and the convection of a fraction of this magnetic field by the plasma flows.
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FIG. 2. a) 3D schematic of the magnetic reconnection ex-
periment, using two exploding wire arrays driven in par-
allel. The right-hand array is cut-away to show the cur-
rent path. The radially diverging flows from each array col-
lide at the mid-plane where the advected magnetic fields are
anti-parallel, producing a well-defined, quasi-2D reconnection
layer of width 2δ and length 2L. b) Top view, showing the
field of view for the laser interferometry and optical fast-
framing diagnostics. c) Side view, showing the field of view
for the Faraday rotation imaging diagnostic. The co-ordinate
system and origin [marked with a dot and (0,0)] is shown for
each view.
tures caused by Delaunay triangulation of the isophase
contours.22
Thomson scattering was carried out using a focused
laser beam (8 ns, 3 J, 532 nm) which passed through
the reconnection layer. The scattered light was imaged
using two sets of fibre optic bundles placed on oppo-
site sides of the vacuum chamber.16,22 Each fibre optic
bundle consisted of 14 fibres, and the position of the
bundle and the imaging lens set the spatial range over
which scattered light was collected. The bundle posi-
tions were chosen such that the two bundles were sensi-
tive to orthogonal velocity components (see Ref. 24 and
Fig. 6) , which were aligned with the inflow (x) and out-
flow (y) directions. The spectra were dominated by the
ion feature of the scattered light, and fit using a custom
code14,25 which determined the flow velocity (Vx or Vy),
the ion temperature (Ti) and the product of the effective
charge and the electron temperature Z¯Te. A non-Local-
Thermodynamic-Equilibrium (nLTE) code26 was used to
decompose Z¯Te into Z¯ and Te.
Faraday rotation imaging was performed using an
infra-red laser beam (1053 nm, 5 J, 1 ns)22 which passed
side-on (Fig. 2c), along the direction of the reconnect-
ing magnetic field. The polarisation of the probing laser
beam rotates due to the different phase velocities of the
left and right circularly polarised waves, giving the angle
of rotation:
α =
e3λ2
8pi0m2ec
3
∫
neBydy. (1)
The laser beam is split to provide an in-line Mach-
Zehnder interferometer, and then passes into the po-
larimetry diagnostic, which splits the laser again and im-
ages it onto two identical CCDs (Atik 383L+) through
polarisers set to ±3◦ from the extinction angle. Hence
when the polarisation of the laser beam rotates in one
direction, that region of the laser beam becomes darker
on one CCD and lighter on the other. Using two channels
allows the optical self emission of the plasma to removed,
reducing systematic errors in determining the polarisa-
tion of the laser beam. The line-averaged reconnecting
magnetic field can be determined by combining the polar-
isation map (α) and the line integrated electron density
4from the in-line interferometry diagnostic:
By(x, z) =
8pi0m
2
ec
3
e3λ2
α(x, z)∫
nedy
. (2)
A detailed description of the Faraday rotation imaging
diagnostic is provided in Ref. 22.
A fast framing camera imaged optical self emission
from the plasma along the same line of sight, and with
the same field of view (Fig. 2b), as the end-on laser
interferometry, with a low-pass filter (> 600 nm) to re-
move the laser light. The exposure time was 5 ns, with
15–20 ns between frames, and a total of 12 frames per
shot. This camera allowed the evolution of the layer to
be studied over long time-scales (> 200 ns) in a single
shot. In some experiments, magnetic probes were used
in conjunction with an optical fast-framing camera in or-
der to measure the reconnected (Bx) magnetic field in the
plasma outflows, with probes positioned at x = 0 mm,
y = ±8 mm. These probes were also used to examine the
magnetic field structure of the plasmoids observed by the
fast framing camera.
The magnetic probes consisted of two oppositely
wound loops (0.5 mm diameter) in a thin, enamel-coated
wire, which was twisted along its length and protruded
from thin aluminium tube, which acted as an electro-
static shield. The potential difference across the two
loops is:
V± = CVP ±A∂B
∂t
(3)
where VP is the plasma potential and C is some coupling
constant between the probe and the plasma, and A is the
loop area. The potential difference was measured sepa-
rately for both loops, which showed that the electrostatic
component was much smaller than the inductive compo-
nent, |CVP |  |A∂B/∂t|. The inductive component was
recovered from the difference of the two probe voltages,
giving:
B(t) =
1
2A
∫ t
0
[V+(t)− V−(t)] dt (4)
The probes were placed in the field of view of the optical
fast-framing camera, which allowed the interaction of the
plasmoids with the probes to be correlated with the signal
on the probes.
IV. RESULTS
The diagnostic suite described above allows for de-
tailed measurements of the relevant plasma parameters
within this reconnection experiment. These experiments
were highly reproducible, with similar dynamics for the
inflows and layer formation in every shot. This unifor-
mity of the reconnection layer in the out-of-plane (z) di-
rection justifies using a quasi-two-dimensional treatment
when analysing these results.
Typical plasma parameters obtained in these experi-
ments are summarised in Table I13. The ion skin depth
di = c/ωpi and λii is the ion-ion mean free path (page 31
of Ref. 27):
TABLE I. Plasma parameters in the inflowing plasma and
reconnection layer.
Parameter ne Z¯ Vx (Vy) By Ti Te c/ωpi λii
Units (cm−3) (km/s) (T) (eV) (eV) (µm) (µm)
Inflow 3× 1017 4 50 3 50 15 700 3
Layer 6× 1017 6 (130) 0 600 100 400 30
Next we presents details of the measurements of the
various plasma parameters in the different stages of the
reconnection process.
A. Electron density maps from laser interferometry
Laser interferometry shows that the reconnection layer
forms at around t = 190 ns after current start, and the
layer exists throughout the current pulse until at least
t = 370 ns. A typical end-on interferogram (looking down
onto the reconnection plane, with the field of view indi-
cated in Fig. 2b) from t = 223 ns after current start is
shown in Fig. 3a, in which the layer is fully formed. A
second interferogram taken 20 ns during the same shot,
at t = 243 ns, is shown in Fig. 3b, and shows the evolu-
tion of the structure of the reconnection layer. The final
interferogram in Fig. 3c was taken in a different shot at
t = 369 ns, and shows that the layer persists for almost
200 ns.
These interferograms have been processed to produce
three electron density maps (Figs. 3d, 3e and 3f). The
electron density is obtained by dividing the areal elec-
tron density by the length scale of the plasma that the
probing beam passes through, h ≈ 16 mm. The location
of the wire cores are marked with red dots, and the abla-
tion flows from each wire are clearly visible from the two
arrays on the left and right hand side. The reconnection
layer has already formed at the mid-plane at t = 223 ns,
and extends over the entire field of view (21 mm) with a
width of δ ≈ 0.6 mm. Although the density does increase
inside the layer, there is no evidence for a sharp density
jump caused by the formation of shocks, suggesting that
the inflows in this experiment are sub-Alfve´nic, which
was confirmed using measurements of the magnetic field
and plasma flow velocities discussed below.
The layer is narrow, elongated and uniform over most
of its length, with the exception of a prominent elliptical
region of enhanced density, which we call a plasmoid.
The plasmoid is wider and denser than the rest of the
layer, and has formed inside the layer. We will discuss
these plasmoids in more detail in §V D. The plasmoid is
visible in both electron density maps — at t = 223 ns
it is at y = 2.5 mm, and it has moved to y = 5 mm by
t = 243 ns, a displacement of 2.5 mm which corresponds
5FIG. 3. Laser interferograms and processed electron density maps showing the evolution of the reconnection layer. a)-c) Raw
interferograms taken at a) t = 223 ns, b) t = 243 ns and c) t = 369 ns after current start. The location of the wire cores is
marked with red circles. d)-f) Processed electron density maps corresponding to the interferograms in a)-c). Dashed lines in
d) and e) mark the position of line-outs shown in Fig. 4a and b respectively.
to an effective velocity of Vy ≈ 130 km/s (the Alfve´n
velocity VA = 70 km/s).
These plasmoids were reproducible in their presence,
but random in the time and position at which they
formed. Plasmoids did not form symmetrically around
y = 0 mm, as would be expected if they were caused by
initial density perturbations, but instead usually only one
plasmoid was observed, in either the upper of lower half
of the electron density map. Plasmoids will be discussed
further in §V.
It is seen from Fig. 3 that plasma ablation is localised
at the wires, and there is a strong azimuthal modula-
tion close to the arrays. As the flows are sub-Alfve´nic,
the outflows are smoothed as they propagate towards the
layer, and we observe a good flow uniformity along the y-
direction just outside the layer. This is seen in line-outs
in Fig. 4a, which correspond to the dashed blue and red
lines at x = −3 mm (blue) and x = −1 mm (red) in Fig.
3d. The line-outs show that near the arrays (x = −3
mm), the density in the incoming flows is strongly mod-
ulated, with ne,max/ne,min ∼ 3, where ne,max =1.1×1018
cm−3. Just outside the reconnection layer (x = −1 mm),
the modulations are negligible, with a roughly constant
inflow density of 0.9× 1018 cm−3.
Representative line-outs across the reconnection layer
are shown in Fig. 4b, which correspond to the dashed
lines at y = 5 mm (green) and y = −5 mm (violet) in Fig.
3e. The density inside the plasmoid (1.2× 1018 cm−3) is
larger than in the rest of the reconnection layer (0.8×1018
cm−3). It is also seen that there is a pronounced density
depletion layer on either side of the reconnection layer,
which is particularly evident around the plasmoid, where
the density drops to 0.4× 1018 cm−3.
The evolution of the central electron density in the
6FIG. 4. Electron density line-outs from the maps in Fig. 3.
a) Line-outs of the inflow electron density profiles at x = 3
mm (blue) and x = 1 mm (red) from Fig. 3d. b) Line-outs
across the reconnection layer from Fig. 3e — note the density
depletion at y = 5 mm (green) and y = −5 mm (violet).
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FIG. 5. a) Temporal evolution of the electron density in the
centre of the reconnection layer (at x=0, y=0). b) Electron
density profiles across the reconnection layer normalised to
the density at the centre shown in a). Each profile is colour-
coded and corresponds to the time with the same colour in
a). The mean ion skin depth (di = c/ωpi) is shown on the
same scale.
reconnection layer was determined using interferograms
obtained at different times in different shots, and is shown
in Fig. 5a. The central electron density is taken as the
average density in a square 0.2 mm wide, centered on
the origin. After an initial fast rise at the time of layer
formation, the density plateaus and does not change ap-
preciably.
Normalised electron density profiles across the recon-
nection layer are shown in Fig. 5b, which are line-outs
of the electron density divided by the central electron
density in Fig. 5a, and colour coded to show the time
for each profile. The profiles are remarkably similar, and
show that the layer width does not change appreciably for
over 150 ns. The characteristic ion skin depth, di = c/ωpi
is shown on the same figure, and it is on the same order
as the layer width, a necessary condition for the presence
of two-fluid effects.
B. Thomson Scattering
The Thomson scattering geometry used in these exper-
iments is shown in Fig. 6. The laser was focused using
an f=2400 mm lens and propagted in the (x, y) plane
through the reconnection layer at an angle of 22.5◦ to
the y-axis, crossing the layer close to the origin. Light
scattered from the plasma is Doppler broadened by ther-
mal motion, and Doppler shifted by the bulk flow of the
plasma, δω = k · V, where k = kS − kin is the differ-
ence between the vector defined by the observation angle
kS and the laser beam kin. The two fibre optic bundles
were at 45◦ and 135◦ to the probing laser beam (Fig. 6a),
and as such the spectra collected by these two bundles
were sensitive to Doppler shifts from velocity components
along the x and y axis respectively.
The scattered light was imaged onto the fibre optic
bundles using two f=200 mm lenses (50 mm diameter)
placed 440 mm from the reconnection layer, with the
fibre bundles 367 mm away from the lenses. This mag-
nification (M = 0.83) meant that the collection volumes
were spaced by 450 µm along the laser beam, giving a
total spatial range of 5.9 mm, with ∆x = 2.3 mm and
∆y = 5.5 mm. The size of the collection volume was set
by the intersection of the magnified image of the fibre
optic (100/0.83 µm) and the diameter of the laser beam
at the focal spot (∼ 200µm), and so was approximately
200 µm.
A raw spectrogram taken at t = 232 ns after current
start is shown in Fig. 6b, showing data from fibre bundle
A, which is at 45◦ to the probing laser and hence sen-
sitive to Doppler shifts in the inflow (x) direction. The
location of x = 0 mm is marked, and the spectra are
Doppler shifted symmetrically about this point, imply-
ing that plasma flows symmetrically into the reconnec-
tion layer from both sides. These spectra show more
Doppler broadening close to the centre of the reconnec-
tion layer, indicating that the plasma has undergone sig-
nificant heating.
Two sample spectra are shown in Fig. 6c and Fig.
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FIG. 6. Thomson scattering diagnostic set-up and sample data. a) Set-up of the Thomson scattering diagnostic, showing
the probing laser beam passing through the reconnection layer and the two scattering vectors. b) Raw spectrogram from
the fourteen fibre optics with scattering vector ks,A, sensitive to Doppler shifts from velocity components in the x, or inflow,
direction. The location of the fibre at x = 0 mm is marked. c) Spectrum of scattered light (shown in blue) from outside the
reconnection layer, fit with a theoretical form factor (red) and showing a significant Doppler shift and some Doppler broadening
compared to the initial laser line (green). d) Spectrum of scattered light from the centre of the reconnection layer, showing a
small Doppler shift and significant Doppler broadening.
6d. In Fig. 6c, the scattered light comes from a volume
outside the reconnection layer, at x ≈ 1.1 mm, and the
spectrum is clearly Doppler broadened compared to the
initial laser line, with a significant Doppler shift to longer
wavelengths, indicating that the plasma flows in the −x
direction. The scattered light in Fig. 6d comes from the
centre of the reconnection layer, close to x = 0 mm, and
shows very little overall Doppler shift, but very signif-
icant Doppler broadening. The shape of the spectrum
here suggests that Z¯Te ≈ Ti, with the two ion-acoustic
peaks broadened to the extent that they form a flat top
spectrum.25
Each of the fourteen spectra from distinct spatial loca-
tions shown in the spectrogram in Fig. 6b were fit using
theoretical form factors.22,25 This produced the profiles
of the inflow velocity, electron temperature and ion tem-
perature shown in Fig. 6. The inflow velocity is initially
around 50 km/s outside the reconnection layer (at |x| = 1
mm Fig. 6a), and the same velocity was measured fur-
ther upstream in a separate shot at x = 3 mm, which
indicates that there is very little change in velocity in
the flows outside the reconnection layer. The velocity
drops to zero over a spatial scale of 1 mm, and follows
a roughly linear decrease, except for the two data points
near |x| = 0.5 mm where the velocity sharply increases
before dropping again.
The plasma was heated significantly over the same spa-
tial scales as the flow decelerated (Fig. 6b). Initially the
ion temperature is Ti ≤ 50 eV and Z¯Te ≈ 60 eV. This
corresponds to Z¯ = 4 and Te = 15 eV in nLTE.
26 As
the flows approach the mid-plane, the ion temperature
increases to over 600 eV, and the electrons are heated to
a)
b)
Layer width, 2δ
Spatial
resolution
FIG. 7. Profiles of inflow velocity and electron ion temper-
atures obtained by fitting the data in Fig. 6b at t = 232
ns after current start. The spatial resolution is set by the
collection volume of the diagnostic, and the layer width is
shown between the two profiles. a) Inflow velocity profile. b)
Electron (blue squares) and ion (purple circles) temperatures.
Z¯Te ≈ 600 eV, which corresponds to Z¯ = 6 and Te = 100
eV, assuming the system has reached non-local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium.
8FIG. 8. Results from the Faraday rotation imaging diagnostic,
taken at t = 251 ns after current start. a) Side on areal
electron density map (location of wires and array hardware
shown in grey). b) Reconnecting magnetic field (By) map,
same time and spatial scale as in a).
The outflow velocity was measured using two different
scattering geometries. Close to the origin Vy = 50 km/s,
measured using the B fibre bundle at 135◦ to the prob-
ing laser, as shown in Fig. 6a. Further downstream at
y = 6 mm, Vy = 130 km/s was measured using a fibre
optic bundle that observed the scattered light in the +z
(out-of-plane) direction, at 90◦ to the probing laser which
propagated along x = 0 mm.
The observed ion and electron heating was signifi-
cant, and cannot be attributed simply to the thermal-
isation of the flow kinetic energy, as the kinetic energy
Ekin = AmpV
2
in/2 of a carbon ion (A = 12) moving at
50 km/s is 100 eV, far less than the 600eV measured in
the reconnection layer. Instead, we consider the role of
the magnetic energy in heating the plasma, and hence
look for evidence of flux annihilation, which is one of the
principle signatures of magnetic reconnection.
C. Magnetic field measurements
Magnetic field distributions were measured using Fara-
day rotation imaging, with probing performed in the
y-direction, offering a side-on view of the reconnection
layer, as in Fig. 2c. Data from the Faraday rotation
imaging diagnostic is shown in Fig. 8, which views the
reconnection layer side-on (as in Fig. 2c), so that the
reconnecting magnetic field points into and out of the
page. The areal electron density map from the in-line
interferometry diagnostic is shown in Fig. 8a, with the
location of the two arrays on the left and the right sides
overlaid in grey. The reconnection layer is clearly visible
at the centre of the image, with the characteristic density
depletion region just outside the layer that was shown in
Fig. 3d. Aside from the slight left/right asymmetry near
the bottom of the array, the layer has a clear up/down
symmetry which justifies using a quasi-2D assumption in
our analysis.
This areal electron density map is combined with the
Faraday rotation map, or polarogram (Fig. 3a, Ref. 13),
to produce the reconnecting magnetic field map shown in
Fig. 8b. The magnetic field map is colour coded — blue
indicates magnetic fields pointing out of the page, red
shows fields pointing into the page, whilst white indicates
no magnetic field.
FIG. 9. a) Line-out of the magnetic field (blue) from Fig. 8b,
taken along z = 0 ± 2 mm, and the Harris sheet fit (red). b)
Electric current density inferred from the Harris sheet in a).
The reconnecting magnetic field map shows excellent
up/down symmetry as well as left/right inversion sym-
metry. A line-out of the reconnecting magnetic field is
shown in Fig. 9a. This profile is well approximated by
the Harris sheet profileBy(x) = B0 tanh (δ/L)
28, with the
reconnecting field strength B0 = 2.9 T and the layer half-
width δ = 0.6 mm. This layer half-width is in agreement
with the results from the electron density maps (Fig. 3d).
Magnetic probes were used to measure the reconnected
magnetic field and the magnetic field structure of the
plasmoids. Two pairs of probes were placed in the out-
flows of the reconnection layer, with the probe loops ori-
ented so that they were sensitive to the By component
of the magnetic field. The probes were within the field
of view of the end-on probing of the laser interferometry
and the optical fast-framing camera, as seen in Fig. 10a–
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FIG. 10. a)-d) Images obtained using optical fast-framing camera (5 ns exposure, λ > 600 nm). Two sets of probes are visible
[one set drawn to scale in purple at the top of the fast-framing image in a)], and these probes are sensitive to the reconnected
(By) component of the magnetic field. In each frame a plasmoid, marked with a white arrow, can be seen colliding with the top
probe which consists of two oppositely wound loops, and the voltage signals from these two loops are shown in e). Prior to the
arrival of the plasmoid the signal is very small, indicating a small reconnected magnetic field. f) The signals are combined to
remove the electro-static component, and integrated to give an oscillating magnetic field consistent with the O-point magnetic
field line structure of the plasmoid, shown in g). The time of the four frames a)-d) are shown as orange bars in f). (Multimedia
view).
d. The signal from the top pair of probes is shown in Fig.
10e. There was very little signal before around t = 220
ns, which indicates that the reconnected magnetic field
strength was negligible.
Plasmoids were identified within the reconnection layer
using the optical fast-framing camera (see Supplemental
Material here for an animation from a shot without mag-
netic probes, or Fig. 10a–d for images from a shot with
magnetic probes). This camera provides twelve frames
of data per shot, and this broad temporal range allows
us to capture plasmoid formation, which varies in time
and space from shot to shot. Plasmoids were observed in
each of the eight shots in which the optical fast-framing
camera was used.
In Fig. 10a–d, one plasmoid has been marked with a
white arrow — this plasmoid travelled outwards along of
the reconnection layer and interacted with the top probe,
and the signal of the probe can therefore be correlated
with the plasmoid’s location. These probes use two op-
positely wound loops without any built-in integration,
which allows the fidelity of the signal to be determined
by examination of the raw voltage signals in Fig. 10e.
The signals from the two loops are similar, with opposite
signs, which suggests that the electrostatic component
is negligible — as such the integration represents a true
reconstruction of the magnetic field rather than the inte-
gration of a spurious signal.
The integrated magnetic field is shown in Fig. 10f. The
integration begins when the signals in Fig. 10e exceeded
the noise threshold of the oscilloscope, at around t = 220
ns. The times of the four frames (5 ns exposure, 15 ns
between frames) are shown as orange bars in Fig. 10f.
In the first frame (Fig. 10a, t = 220 ns), the plasmoid
had not yet reached the probe and the magnetic field
was small. As the plasmoid passed through the probe
(Fig. 10b, t = 235 ns), the magnetic field increased and
then fell as the centre of the plasmoid passes through the
probe (Fig. 10c, t = 250 ns). The magnetic field then in-
creased again with the opposite sign as the plasmoid left
the region where the probe measured the magnetic field
(Fig. 10d, t = 265 ns), before falling back to zero. This
profile is consistent with the O-point structure predicted
for plasmoids.
It is important to note that the magnetic probes oc-
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cupy only 0.5 mm in the z direction, which is small com-
pared to the overall height of the reconnection layer of 16
mm. If the plasmoid is long compared to the probe then
the probe should not disturb the overall structure of the
magnetic field distribution. The plasmoids are seen in
the end-on interferograms, which suggests that the verti-
cal extent of the plasmoid is indeed long, and comparable
with the height of the reconnection layer.
V. DISCUSSION
The detailed measurements presented in the previous
section allow us to make quantitative comparisons of our
results with theories of magnetic reconnection. We be-
gin by presenting a comparison of the observed inflow
and outflow velocities with the predictions of a gener-
alised Sweet-Parker model which includes compressibility
effects, pressure balance and ionisation inside the layer3.
We consider the power balance between the inflows and
outflows, which shows a good overall agreement and em-
phasises the important role of the magnetic energy in
heating the ions and electrons. However, time-scales for
classical heating mechanisms are found to be too long
to explain the high electron and ion temperatures, which
suggests that other, more efficient mechanisms must be at
work. We consider the reconnecting electric field and its
components under a steady-state, resistive MHD assump-
tion, and then discuss what mechanisms might account
for the imbalance between the convective and resistive
terms. The formation of plasmoids within the reconnec-
tion layer is considered as a mechanism for anomalous
heating and the electric field imbalance, and we make
comparisons of our observations to the predictions plas-
moid instability theory.
A. Comparison with the generalised Sweet-Parker model
One of the most enduring models of magnetic recon-
nection is due to Sweet29 and Parker30, which assumes a
steady state system, and uses the conservation of mass
and a pressure balance to predict a reconnection rate of
Vin/VA = S
−1/2, where VA is the Alfve´n velocity and
S = µ0VAL/η is the dimensionless Lundquist number
(and η/µ0 is the magnetic diffusivity.) In this experi-
ment S ≈ 120 (using the parameters in Table I), and so
Vin ≈ VA/10 ≈ 7 km/s, far slower than the observed in-
flow velocity of 50 km/s. Additionally, the outflow speed
in the Sweet-Parker model is set at VA due to pressure
considerations, but we observe outflows at Vout = 130
km/s, far larger than VA = 70 km/s. These discrepan-
cies suggest that more complicated physics needs to be
added to the Sweet-Parker model in order to account for
our observations.
The Sweet-Parker model was modified by Ji et. al.3
to include the effect of compressibility and the pressure
downstream of the outflows. In this generalised Sweet-
Parker model, the outflow velocity can be enhanced or
reduced by the pressure difference between the reconnec-
tion layer and the environment into which the outflows
expand, giving:
V 2y = V
2
A −
2(pdown − pup)
mini
(5)
In contrast to MRX, where the downstream pressure is
significant and slows the outflows3, in our experiment
the outflows expand into a vacuum with pdown = 0, and
pup/ρ = kB(Z¯Te + Ti)/mi = C
2
i,A, where Ci,A is the
ion-acoustic velocity. This means that:
Vy =
√
V 2A + 2C
2
i,A = 140± 4 km/s, (6)
which is in good agreement with the outflow speed in-
ferred from the plasmoid motion and measured using
Thomson scattering.
In our experiment, we need to further modify this gen-
eralised Sweet-Parker model to include the effects of ion-
isation inside the reconnection layer, so that the conser-
vation of mass is explicitly applied to the ion density. By
modifying eqn 5. of Ji et. al.3 we obtain for the inflow
velocity:
Vx =
δ
L
(
Vy
n2
n1
+
L
n1
∂n2
∂t
)
= 31± 4 km/s, (7)
where n1 is the ion density at the edge of the layer (|x| =
0.6 mm) and n2 is the ion density at the centre of the
layer (x = 0 mm). The ion densities are calculated using
the electron density map in Figs. 3a and the values for
Z¯ determined from Thomson scattering using the nLTE
model. The increase in density due to compressibility
effects (∂n2/∂t) is determined using Figs. 3a and 3b
which were taken 20 ns apart in the same experiment.
The time between the two frames is significantly shorter
than the flow transit time out of the reconnection layer
(τexp = L/Vout ≈ 50 ns).
The generalised Sweet-Parker model gives predictions
which are consistent with our results, demonstrating that
compressibility, ionisation and downstream pressure are
important elements in determining the reconnection rate
in these experiments.
B. Power balance and anomalous heating
The power flowing into and out of the reconnection
layer can be calculated using the detailed measurements
of the plasma parameters presented in the previous sec-
tion. We consider four components, the magnetic en-
ergy density Emag = B
2/2µ0, the kinetic energy den-
sity Ekin = miniV
2
in/2, the ion thermal energy density,
Eth,i = 3nikBTi/2 and the electron thermal energy den-
sity, Eth,e = 3nekBTe/2 . These energy densities are
calculated for the inflow and outflow conditions shown in
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FIG. 11. Power balance for power flowing into and out of
the reconnection layer. The power in (out) is calculated by
multiplying the energy density for each component by VinLh
(Voutδh). In the out flow, the magnetic field energy is assumed
to be negligible, which is supported by the data in Fig. 10f.
Table I, and multiplied by the volume of plasma that en-
ters or exits the reconnection layer per unit time: LhVin
for the inflows and δhVout for the outflows, where h = 16
mm is the height of the experiment.
The components of the inflow and outflow power are
shown in Fig. 11, with error bars derived from the ex-
perimental uncertainties of the measurements. The over-
all power balance between the inflows and outflows is
good, with the sum over the energy components in agree-
ment within experimental uncertainty. For the inflows
the magnetic energy clearly dominates over the other en-
ergy components, and as such plays a significant role in
heating the plasma. We neglect the reconnected mag-
netic field energy density in the outflows — the standard
Sweet-Parker model predicts Emag,out = Emag,in/S ≈
0.01Emag,in (far smaller than the experimental uncer-
tainty) and the magnetic probes Fig. 10f also showed a
negligible reconnected field, both of which justify this as-
sumption. We note that in a collisionless system, recent
experimental work has shown that the outflow electro-
magnetic energy is significant4,5, which differs from the
result we obtain in collisional reconnection. It is seen
in Fig. 11 that the magnetic energy is converted al-
most equally into the remaining energy components, with
the outflow kinetic energy of the flows slightly greater
than the electron and ion thermal components, which
are equal.
Although the thermal energy components of the elec-
trons and ions are roughly equal, the temperatures are
significantly different, with Ti ≈ 6Te. The ions and elec-
trons can maintain different temperatures due to infre-
quent collisions, as the electron-ion equilibration time-
scale is far longer than the experimental time-scale,
τE,ei ≈ 250 ns τexp = L/Vout ≈ 50 ns.31
As the time-scale for temperature equilibration is large,
we can calculate the classical heating rates separately
for the ions and electrons, as follows. For the ions, we
consider viscous damping of the highly sheared velocity
profile of the outflows, and following the treatment by
Hsu et al.32 we solve:
3
2
nikB
∂Ti
∂t
= 0.96nikBTiτi
(
∂Vy
∂x
)2
, (8)
where we have used Braginskii’s expression for the ion
viscosity,33 with τi ∝ T 3/2i . We assume that Vy drops
to zero outside the layer, giving a velocity shear of
∂Vy/∂x ≈ Vy/δ, and use the parameters in Table I. Solv-
ing eqn. 8 gives τvisc = 800 ns, the time-scale for viscous
heating of the ions from their initial temperature in the
flow of 50 eV to the 600 eV observed in the layer. This is
much longer than the experimental time-scale, τexp = 50
ns, and we conclude that the classical viscous heating
rate is too slow to explain the high ion temperatures we
observe.
A similar calculation can be performed for the elec-
trons. We use an non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
model26 to calculate the radiative cooling time scale for
the electrons as τrad = 600 ns, which means that radia-
tive cooling is negligible on the experimental time-scale
and we can consider only Ohmic heating, solving:
3
2
nekB
∂Te
∂t
= ηSpJ
2, (9)
where ηSp is the classical Spitzer-Braginskii resistivity,
ηSp ∝ T−3/2e . The solution of eqn. 9 predicts it would
take τres = 350 ns for the electrons to heat from 15 eV to
100 eV, which shows that classical resistive heating is not
an efficient mechanism on our experimental time-scale.
Both the electron and ion heating is therefore anoma-
lous, in that it cannot be explained by classical mecha-
nisms. Similar anomalous heating has been observed in
many other experiments, and a range of mechanisms have
been proposed to account for the discrepancy, including
anomalous resistivity and anomalous viscosity32 due to
kinetic turbulence, or in-plane electric fields caused by
two-fluid effects.34. These heating mechanisms have ad-
ditional signatures, and we see further evidence for the
need to include physics beyond resistive MHD when we
consider the reconnecting electric field in the next sec-
tion.
C. Electric field balance across the current sheet
The reconnecting electric field points out of the recon-
nection plane (in the +z direction), and sets the rate of
reconnection through flux annihilation. In a steady state
system, the reconnecting electric field is constant across
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the reconnection layer, and is supported by different com-
ponents of the generalised Ohm’s law in different regions.
For resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), Ohm’s law
across the reconnection layer is:
Ez + Vx ×By = ηSpJz, (10)
and so outside the reconnection layer, where Jz = 0, the
electric field is supported by the convective term Vx ×
By. Inside the layer, where the magnetic field and inflow
velocity are small, the electric field should be supported
by the resistive term ηSpJz, where ηSp is the classical
Spitzer-Braginskii resistivity.
2δ
FIG. 12. Components of the reconnecting electric field (Ez)
across the reconnection layer, showing the constant electric
field E0 predicted by the steady state assumption, the sum
of E0 and the convective electric field V × B, and the resis-
tive component of the electric field ηSpJ , calculated using the
classical resistivity.
Using our experimental results, we can calculate the
these components and see whether this simple Ohm’s law
is balanced in our reconnection layer (Fig. 10). We cal-
culate the current profile using the Harris sheet profile,
Jz = (B0/µ0δ) sech
2 (x/δ) (Fig. 9b), where B0 and δ
are determined from Faraday rotation imaging. In Fig.
12, the constant electric field predicted in steady state
(E0 = Vx,0 × By,0 = 140 kV/m, using Vx,0 = 50 km/s
and By,0 = 2.8 T measured outside the layer) is shown as
a black line. The left hand side of eqn. 10 (E0+Vx×By)
is shown with blue dots, and equals E0 at x = 0 mm
where Vx and By both go to zero. The resistive compo-
nent (the right hand side of eqn. 10, ηSpJz) is shown in
purple, and should be equal to E0 + Vx×By everywhere
if steady-state, resistive MHD holds for this system. In-
stead, it is seen that the resistive term is too small almost
everywhere in the layer, and especially at the mid-plane
where it is a factor of ∼ 10 smaller than necessary to
support the reconnecting electric field.
There are several possible reasons why the electric field
components fail to balance in these experiments: Firstly,
there could be additional terms in Ohm’s law, caused
by, for example, two-fluid effects, which create in-plane
currents that in turn produce a characteristic quadrupo-
lar magnetic field structure, discussed in Ref. 2 and
references therein. These in-plane currents contribute
to the reconnecting electric field through the Hall term,
J×B/ene, which is known to play a dominant role in col-
lisionless plasmas.10 The layer width δ in our experiments
is comparable to the inertial length, di = c/ωpi, a neces-
sary condition for the presence of two-fluid effects, and
we observe a density depletion region (see Fig. 4b) which
has been associated with two-fluid effects in simulations35
and satellite observations.36 Conversely, the short mean-
free-path in our experiments (L/λii ∼ 200) suggests that
collisional effects should dominate, and preliminary work
has shown no evidence for the presence of a quadrupo-
lar magnetic field structure. Clearly further investigation
is necessary to quantify what role two-fluid effects may
have in our magnetic reconnection experiments.
Secondly, the resistive term could be larger than the
Spitzer-Braginskii value if it is enhanced by kinetic tur-
bulence, which could increase the collisionality through
wave-particle interactions. The resistivity would need to
be enhanced by a factor of ten in order to support the
reconnecting electric field using only the resistive term
at the centre of the layer. This factor of ten enhance-
ment would also reduce the Ohmic heating time-scale
to less than the experimental time-scale, which suggests
that anomalous resistivity could provide the enhanced
heating mechanism necessary to explain the high electron
temperatures we observe. Using the measured plasma pa-
rameters in §IV, we find that Ti ≈ Z¯Te and Ci,A ≈ ued
(ued is the electron drift velocity, j = eneued) which
are common criteria for the development of instabilities
such as the ion-acoustic or lower-hybrid drift. In other
experiments evidence for kinetic turbulence has come
from the observation of high frequency waves37,38, mea-
sured using in situ magnetic probes. In our conditions,
one could attempt to detect such waves using Thomson
scattering39,40 and we have begun preliminary work to
look for the presence of turbulence.
A third possibility is the breaking of the steady-state
assumption which implies a constant electric field. The
magnetic field does change gradually during the experi-
ment due to the rising current pulse, but this change is
not fast enough to explain the discrepancy in the electric
field balance seen in Fig. 12. However, the plasmoids are
one source of rapidly changing magnetic fields, as shown
in Fig. 10f. The fast motion and O-point structure of
the plasmoids should break the steady-state assumption,
leading to a reconnecting electric field which varies over
the reconnection layer. The role of the plasmoids in bal-
ancing the electric field will be the subject of future work.
Below we present more discussion of the plasmoids ob-
served in these experiments.
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D. Plasmoids
In our experiments, plasmoids were observed indepen-
dently using laser interferometry and an optical fast-
framing camera (see Supplemental Material here for an
animation comprising of 12 frames). The plasmoids
formed within the reconnection layer at random locations
and moved outwards along the layer at super-Alfve´nic ve-
locities.
We emphasise that these plasmoids are not formed by
the initial density perturbations of the inflows: if they
were, then by symmetry we would expect an equal num-
ber of plasmoids at symmetric locations on both sides of
y = 0 mm, but we usually only observe a single plasmoid.
Additionally, the inflows were not modulated by the time
they reached the mid-plane, as shown in Fig. 3c — this
could be due to the sub-Alfve´nic nature of the inflows,
which allows the density variations to be smoothed out.
Finally, the plasmoids clearly have an O-point magnetic
structure, as demonstrated by the in-situ measurements
presented in Fig. 10, confirming that these plasmoids
are more than hydrodynamic artefacts of the initial con-
ditions.
Plasmoids have also been observed in other recent lab-
oratory experiments on TREX7 and MRX41, but there is
no theory which predicts the properties of plasmoids in
the regimes in which these experiments occur. Using the
measured plasma parameters, we find that the plasmoids
we observe are consistent with the semi-collisional regime
of the plasmoid instability42, defined in the asymptotic
limit as (L/di)
8/5  S  (L/di)2, where in our plasma
L/di = 18 and S = 120. In the collisional regime of the
plasmoid instability, which most theoretical and numer-
ical work has focused on, there is a critical Lundquist
number Sc = 10
4, below which plasmoids cannot form.
This critical Lundquist number is absent in the semi-
collisional regime42, and so plasmoids can form even at
modest Lundquist numbers specified by the condition
above, which is more easily achieved in simulations and
laboratory experiments.
We can compare our observations with the predic-
tions of the linear theory of semi-collisional plasmoids,
in which the growth time of the instability is estimated
as (L/di)
6/13S−7/13L/VA ∼ 30 ns and the number of
plasmoids predicted is (di/L)
1/13S11/26/2pi ∼ 3.43 The
prediction for the linear growth rate suggests that there
is sufficient time in our experiments for the plasmoids
to enter the non-linear regime, which is the regime in
which we can observe them. With regards to the number
of plasmoids, since linear theory predicts relatively few
of them, plasmoid coalescence is not supposed to be play
an important role, and so the relative agreement between
the linear prediction and our observations is encouraging.
For plasmoids in the collisional regime, it is known that
the production of multiple X-points and highly sheared
flows provide an enhancement to the resistive and viscous
heating rates.44 So far there have been no numerical or
theoretical studies to determine whether this effect car-
ries over to the semi-collisional regime in which the plas-
moids we observe exist. If enhanced heating is found to
occur in this regime, it could offer another explanation
for the enhanced electron and ion temperatures observed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We present the results from a recently developed
pulsed-power driven reconnection experiment, which pro-
duces a symmetric reconnection layer from super-sonic,
sub-Alfve´nic inflows with βth ∼ βdyn ∼ 1. This layer is
well-diagnosed by a suite of non-perturbative laser based
diagnostics which provide temporally and spatially re-
solved measurements of the electron density, magnetic
field, flow velocity and electron and ion temperatures.
We observe the formation of a long lasting layer with
a normalised density profile which remains constant for
over 150 ns, surrounded by a density depletion region.
A dramatic increase in the electron and ion tempera-
tures was observed using Thomson scattering, and this
increase was larger than can be explained by the ther-
malisation of the kinetic energy in the inflows. Faraday
rotation imaging showed a symmetric, quasi-2D recon-
nection layer which is well approximated by the Harris
sheet, with a width of δ = 0.6 mm, and hence an aspect
ratio of L/δ ∼ 10.
Using laser interferometry and a fast framing camera,
we observe the repeated formation of plasmoids which are
ejected along the the layer at super-Alfve´nic velocities.
In-situ measurements using magnetic probes show neg-
ligible reconnected magnetic field, consistent with pre-
dictions for collisional reconnection, and these measure-
ments also demonstrate that the plasmoids have an O-
point magnetic field structure.
We showed good agreement between the reconnection
rate predicted by the generalised Sweet-Parker model and
our observations, and this emphasises the importance of
compressibility and the open boundary conditions in de-
termining the high inflow and outflow velocities in this
experiment. There was good overall power balance in the
reconnection layer, in which the magnetic energy flowing
into the layer was converted to thermal and kinetic en-
ergy in the outflows. Classical viscous and resistive mech-
anisms are far too slow to efficiently heat the ions and
electrons, implying that other mechanisms such as two-
fluid effects, kinetic turbulence or heating by plasmoids
must be considered.
Using a steady state assumption, the electric field bal-
ance across the reconnection layer was calculated, and
the classical resistive term was found to be too small to
support the reconnecting electric field. This in turn sug-
gested the presence of two-fluid effects, enhanced resis-
tivity through kinetic turbulence, or rapid magnetic field
fluctuations caused by plasmoids, all of which will be the
subject of further investigations with this experimental
platform.
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